
Yr12 Bridging Task [pt1]
Product Analysis
For your Yr12 course you will be looking at different products 
and identifying weak points where the product could be 
developed and improved upon.

● Look at 3 completely different products:
1 Metal, 1 wooden, 1 plastic. 
Then choose 1 to analyse in depth.

● Research how they were made.
● What they are made from (just saying plastic is 

not enough).
● How they have been developed through time:

ie a timeline.
● How they are used
● How environmentally friendly they are. 
● What the strong and weak points of them are.
● AHT: Annotate improvements & justify.

This is an example of a yr13 product analysis.



Yr12 Bridging Task [pt1]
Product Analysis

● What I would like you to do is choose a product that is 

made soley from one material and then create ban 

in-depth analysis of it.

● For example if you took the bicycle in the example, it has 

many different materials and so might get quite 

complicated.

● If you took a wooden chair, the option for looking at it in 

depth would be more accessible to you.

● I understand its the summer holidays and would rather 

you had some fun, also I would rather you do a really 

thorough job and learn something than create something 

superficial that's no use to you later on. This is an example of a yr13 product analysis.



Yr12 Bridging Task [pt2]
Career Research
Research an engineer, a product designer and an architect.
Say which is your favorite and why.
You will be doing a  5 minute presentation on these so we can get to 
know you, so make them good!

Suggestions:

Tom Dixon
Zaha Hadid
Phillipe Start
Neri Oxman
Ron Arad
Paula Scher
Sir Norman Foster
Ilse Crawford
James Dyson
Bjarke Ingels

For research please watch the following:

[Click here for access] 

Please include:
-Brief history
-Type of products
-Style of products
-Your own opinion and why.

Ms Dowden will be invited to your presentations and for 
form tutor so please make a good impression. 
Please don’t copy/paste as we can all recognise this.

https://www.netflix.com/gb/title/80057883
https://www.netflix.com/gb/title/80057883

